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PHN Drumline/Northern Thunder 
Percussion Battery Technique Packet!!!
Introduction:	

The purpose of this packet is to define the basics of what we do. An important factor in 
building a great drumline is to establish a level of uniformity. It is nearly impossible for a 
line to be clean if this uniformity is not achieved. Therefore it is important to read 
through this packet and follow the instructions correctly and specifically to maximize the 
efficiency of your practice time and to help us grow as a line.	


Posture:	

Before we even play a note, it is important to understand and employ good posture. 
Correct posture is essential to maintain a healthy spinal cord and to keep us relaxed. 
Relaxation is important to achieve a fuller sound. Look at yourself in a mirror from a side 
point of view. Position your body so that your ears, shoulders, hips and ankles are all in 
a straight line. An incorrect angle will add unwanted tension to your body and sacrifice 
sound quality, not to mention strain to your back.	


After doing this you need to set the drum to the correct height. When in playing position, 
the slope of the forearm to the upper arm should be 95 degrees (think of the forearm 
being just below level to the ground). While in this position the shoulders should be 
relaxed.	


Now lets discuss the feet. Heels should always be together (except on the occasions we 
stand with feet apart). The toes should be about 3 inches apart, or about the length of a 
fist. Knees should be slightly bent (NEVER lock your knees).	


When approaching the drum, you should begin with this routine. Step forward to the 
drum with shoulders relaxed and arms pointed down. Keeping the shoulders relaxed, 
raise your arms from the elbow so they are just below level and check to see that the 
beads or mallet heads are in the center of the head.	
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The Grip:	

This is a subject that will be discussed in more detail in your different sub-sections. Here 
we will discuss the basic grip every section will use. It is most important to realize that 
the grip should be comfortable. The stick should be held comfortably between the 
thumb and index finger; this forms the basic fulcrum. The pad of the thumb should rest 
on the side of the sick with minimal to no space between the first knuckle of the thumb 
and the base of the index finger. The stick should follow the natural crease of your palm 
and the other fingers should wrap around comfortably. There should also be about 2 
inches from your pinky to the butt of the stick (bass drummers will have about 1 inch or 
less).	


SNARE RH/TENOR:	


The crease between the thumb and the index finger should be at a 40 degree angle 
from the drum. The forearm and stick should make a 10 degree angle, and the 
relationship of the forearm to the body should be about 5 degrees in. This position 
allows for maximum relaxation and a full range of motion for the wrist and arm.	


SNARE LH:	


Naturally the index finger and thumb form what resembles the letter C. Firmly place the 
stick inside the deepest point of that C. While resting the stick on the cuticle of the ring 
finger, connect the index finger and thumb at the first knuckle of the index finger. This 
creates the primary fulcrum of the left hand. The index finger should point in the 
direction of the belly button. Do no ever let the index finger disconnect from the thumb 
under any circumstance! This great effects wrist rotation, control, speed, and the unified 
appearance we strive for. The middle finger should simply rest at the side of the stick, 
while maintaining contact. The ring finger serves two purposes, to lift the stick from rest 
and to sop the motion of the stick to achieve a single sound. To better understand, try 
playing one note without the ring fingerʼs support. The stick will continue to bounce 
unless the ring finger is there to stop it. Contact with the stick should be maintained as 
long as possible, though this is tempo conducive, as at faster tempos it will drop. 
However the longer you keep this from happening, the more muscle you will build. 
Finally, the pinky should curl along with the ring finger for additional support. The left 
hand should rotate as you would as if turning a door knob. The front fulcrums of both 
hands should be in relatively the same spot on the stick.	


BASS:	


While the forearm is just level with the ground, the elbow should just in front of your 
body. While maintaining this position, angle your wrist so the mallet head is in the center 
of the drum. The angle of the stick to the ground will be roughly 60 degrees	


For all sections, the back fingers should never grip the stick tightly. A slight amount of 
“wiggle room” should always be present to allow the stick to resonate with the drum. 
The space between the stick and your palm should remain the same no matter what 
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height is being played. If the space widens, the stick is being manipulated by the fingers 
too much and your wrist is not working properly. Also, there should never be a gap 
between your index finger and thumb (excluding snare LH). 	


Set Position and Marking Time:	

Set position is again going to be defined in detail by the section leaders. For now, focus 
on the sticks being together about 1 inch from the head of the drum (for snares and 
tenors). The hands should look the same as if they were playing (i.e. snare drummerʼs 
LH thumb and index finger should be connected). For bass players, the sticks should 
rest on the rim of the drum close to your body with the pad of the thumb resting on the 
side of the stick. Cymbal players should have the cymbals at their sides. Feet should 
always be together (unless feet apart is announced) and always standing with good 
posture. Heads should be facing forward and attention focused. After the instructor or 
section leader calls the line to the set position, there is no talking.	


We will mark time to almost everything we do. Marking time is one of the most important 
skills to master as it helps keep us together and in time. You should ALWAYS sync up 
your hands to your feet, not the other way around. We will define marking time as heels 
together and toes apart, lifting the whole foot 1/2 inch off the ground. The feet should 
always be in a driving motion and we should aim to line the feet and hands up perfectly.	


Sticks Out/Sticks In:	

We will consider sticks out as the very first note of a piece. In order to achieve both the 
uniform look we desire and ensure that our movements are clean, we must define this 
as we define everything else.	


You have already learned how to stand in the set position with the “sticks in”. From here 
the sticks will come out to the playing position in a short, staccato motion. The sticks 
should be out exactly on beat 3 before you play. To achieve this, initiate the motion as 
late as possible.	


SNARE/TENOR:	


Sticks out should be one short, horizontal motion. The right stick comes out before the 
left stick while keeping the sticks as close together as possible. While doing this, avoid 
the sticks dragging together The beads will arrive together in the center of the head for 
the snare drums. Tenor drummers will first come out to drum 1, then move to whatever 
drum starts the piece on beat 4. Again, all motion should be staccato.	


BASS;	


The arms and wrist should extend from the set position so the mallet head is at the 
center of the drum. This movement should end on beat 3 and should be a staccato 
motion.	
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The “sticks in” motion will now be considered the last note of the piece. It is an exact 
reversal of sticks out. Practice the two back to back, keeping both movements staccato.	


Do not underestimate the importance of sticks in/sticks out, as they play a large role in 
the quality of music we play and the aggressive, uniform technique we strive for.	


Attacking and the Prep Stroke:	

While every note is important to play clean, the attack, or first note, is perhaps the most 
important. If the attack is not together than each subsequent note has less and less of a 
chance to be clean. Therefore it is important to realize that we cannot begin to play 
clean until we can attack clean. Many of the keys to playing a clean attack have already 
been established (relaxation, dutting together, marking time and playing with your feet), 
but there are two other factors to playing a good attack: the height of your stroke and 
the prep. Heights will be covered later in the packet so here we will focus on the prep 
stroke.	


The prep stoke is basically the first lift of the stick before the first note, and it is a difficult 
concept to master. The lift cannot be too late or too early, as these will result in an early 
or late attack. To understand what the prep stroke should feel like, begin by simply 
playing several eighth notes with the right hand. As you play, pay close attention to how 
the stick is rebounding off the head. Your initial lift should always feel like this natural 
rebound. The goal is to have the first note sound like you have already been playing. 
Most players have a tendency to “sting” or slam attacks, this season we will always 
have a focus toward a pure sound on every note.	


The prep should always be initiated with the wrist. Some residual arm is expected, but 
the arm should not lift the stick. The bead of the stick should always lead; the butt end 
of the stick should never come above the bead.	


The Stroke:	

Picture yourself dribbling a basketball. The wrist initiates upward motion, then extends 
downward to push the ball down. The ball then rebounds back up. The wrist beats the 
ballʼs rebound to a certain height and repeats the motion. Now go back and read that 
again, but replace “ball” with “stick” and replace “dribbling a basketball” for “playing”. All 
motion should be initiated by the wrist.	


The reason for the wrists quick rebound-reaction time is to maintain a complete, 
confident level of control over the stick. This can be thought of as a slight velocity 
stroke. Keep this in mind, the stick should never do anything to surprise you. Everything 
the stick does should be a result of motion initiated by the wrist.	


When practicing the motion of the stick, be sure to understand this: the stick should 
never stop or hesitate in regards to motion. It simply changes direction at the peak. If 
you stare at a spot 2 inches off the head, you should see only the blur of the bead in 
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motion, any place in the motion besides the peak where you can clearly see the bead 
means that you have too much control over the rebound of the stick. Your 
comprehension of this allows for our natural and relaxed appearance. We refer to this 
motion/stroke as being legato.	


Your goal should be to program any height into your wrist while simply controlling the 
rebound of the stick to the height you desire.	


!
The Height/Dynamic System:	

This season we will define the height of every note we play. This once again allows for a 
uniform look, but more importantly it is impossible to play clean unless we play with a 
uniform height. You will find the definition of the height system on the next page.	


1” - pp  
3” - p  
6” - mp  
9” - mf 
12” - f 
15” - ff 
Vertical with arm - fff	


These heights are measured from the head. To practice them efficiently, use a ruler to 
measure them out and practice in front of a mirror. It is imperative to understand that the 
motion or intensity of the stroke does not change regarding the height. A 12 inch stroke 
should not be slammed down, but played in a relaxed motion. In the same way, a 3 inch 
stroke should not be a very light, weak sound. In short, always play confidently and 
aggressive, while maintaining relaxation and a loose feel.	


When Practicing...	

The number one thing to consider is this: it does not matter how long you practice 
unless you do it correctly. If you shoot a hundred free-throws a day, but miss most of 
them, you are only practicing being bad at free-throws.	


Be a patient-perfectionist. Start at slow tempos and pay attention to everything you do. 
Always play with proper technique and stay relaxed. Execute everything correctly to the 
best of your ability.	


And remember to ALWAYS PRACTICE TO A METRONOME!!

!
Good luck, and most importantly, have fun!
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